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FEBRUARY, 1967

valuable as the scientific
and as
rnode?
I remem ber one of the first atrnpts I came across to restore the
te'rit of inquiry into laboratory teachsp1
.
. g A number of items were put ma
1
~ 0 ~ box, which was sealed and given
5
t the student w1'th an " open-en d e d"
0
. struction something like, "Learn
in
' b ox. "
whatever you can from th 1s
There was a certain charming naivete
in that instruction (this was a chemistry course, by the way) because it
assumed that the natural and universal response would be to try to find
out what was in the box by shaking
it, listening to it, etc. My mind rebelled against being thus hemmed in, and
r immediately began to think of all
kinds of responses to annoy this simpleminded chemistry teacher: I
thought of using the box as a percussion instrument to create music with.
I thought of writin g a poem about

boxes with things in them, all kinds
of things. I though up boxy plots for
mystery stories, jokes about simpleminded scientists. I wondered how far
I could throw the darn box, and what
the consequences would be. I toyed
with the epistemological question of
how we ever arrive at any conclusions. I examined my own behavior
and speculated about my future. I
even praised God for the richness of
the human mind, for letting me be
stimulated in so many different ways
by a mere box with a few objects in
it. I did eventually get around to
thinking about the box scientifically;
that was fun, too.
I think when we begin to put
science back together we will also put
it back in its rightful place as one of
the most valuable and enjoyable intellectual activities-but not as the
only thing worth doing.

Iowa State Offers Summer Research Programs for Teachers
AMES, IOWA-Iowa State University is now accepting applications for two
programs of summer research participation in 1967. One program is for college and
junior college teachers, the other for high school teachers.
The programs are supported by the National Science Foundation and are
dil'ected by Duane Isely of the botany department of Iowa State.
Eight persons will be selected for the college program. The research partici•
pation opportunities in this program are for college and junior college teachers, predoctoral or post-doctoral, in the specialized areas of physics and psy,chology. Applicants must have at least an M.S. degree with a major in the desired field of research
and must ha ve completed at least two years of full-time teaching .
The high school program provides for participation by 20 teachers. Areas in
which t hey may specialize are biology, physics, chemistry, engineering and psychology. Applicants must possess at least a B.S. degree with a major in the desired
field of research and/ or some graduate work in the same field. In addition, at least
two years of full-time teaching must have been completed.
Both programs consist of 10 weeks of independent research beginning in
June, 1967. Interested teachers may obtain detailed information and application
fonns for either program by contacting Dr. Duane Isely , Departme,n t of Botany,
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Deadline for applications is March 1, 1967.

